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Structural Orientation and Anisotropy in Biological 
Materials: Functional Designs and Mechanics
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Biological materials exhibit anisotropic characteristics because of the 
anisometric nature of their constituents and their preferred alignment 
within interfacial matrices. The regulation of structural orientations is the 
basis for material designs in nature and may offer inspiration for man-made 
materials. Here, how structural orientation and anisotropy are designed 
into biological materials to achieve diverse functionalities is revisited. The 
orientation dependencies of differing mechanical properties are introduced 
based on a 2D composite model with wood and bone as examples; as such, 
anisotropic architectures and their roles in property optimization in biological 
systems are elucidated. Biological structural orientations are designed to 
achieve extrinsic toughening via complicated cracking paths, robust and 
releasable adhesion from anisotropic contact, programmable dynamic response 
by controlled expansion, enhanced contact damage resistance from varying 
orientations, and simultaneous optimization of multiple properties by adaptive 
structural reorientation. The underlying mechanics and material-design 
principles that could be reproduced in man-made systems are highlighted. 
Finally, the potential and challenges in developing a better understanding 
to implement such natural designs of structural orientation and anisotropy 
are discussed in light of current advances. The translation of these biological 
design principles can promote the creation of new synthetic materials with 
unprecedented properties and functionalities.
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The majority of engineering materials 
have been developed based on significant 
chemical complexity, which is not acces-
sible to natural organisms; in contrast, 
the large varieties of biological materials 
are created from a highly limited pal-
ette of substances.[1–4] By contrast, it is 
mainly through the perfection of their 
architectures that the materials in nature 
evolve to fulfill specific demands.[4–9] 
Such  architectural design presents an 
exceptional efficiency in property opti-
mization as biological materials often 
significantly surpass their constituents and 
sometimes even outperform engineering 
materials.[10,11] Given the enormous diver-
sity of biological systems, natural materials 
usually exhibit some common character-
istics of design underlying their archi-
tectures, especially in answering similar 
environmental challenges. This is well rep-
resented, for example, by wood and bone; 
both materials feature a fibrous structure 
at the nanoscale with fibers of varying 
orientations arranged in a lamellar fashion 
despite their distinctly different chemical 
compositions.[8,12–17] Natural materials 
have long been recognized as a source 

of inspiration for new engineering materials with their archi-
tectures being increasingly replicated in man-made systems to 
obtain improved performance.[1–9,18–28] To this end, it is of signifi-
cance to extract the common principles of architectural designs 
among diverse biological materials from the viewpoint of mate-
rials science and mechanics—it is essentially these principles 
that need to be reproduced and that we should learn from nature.

The architectures of biological materials are distinguished 
by a series of characteristics, including the hierarchical organi-
zation of constituents over multiple length scales,[5,29,30] the 
fine modulation of their interfaces,[8,31,32] and the incorpora-
tion of spatial gradients and heterogeneities.[6,7,33,34] Addi-
tionally, the basic building elements of materials in nature, 
such as fibers,[2,12–17,35–40] tubules,[14,41–47] columns,[48–51] and 
lamellae,[37,52–59] generally have anisometric geometries and 
display anisotropic properties; also, they are often aligned 
preferentially along specific directions to form well-defined 
arrangements. These lead to the anisotropic nature of mate-
rials and endow them with properties that are dependent on 
the structural orientations. Typical examples of such biological 
materials include those having fibrous, tubular, columnar, and 
lamellar architectures,[40,44,48,52] as shown in Figure 1a–d. The 

1. Introduction

The means by which materials derive their properties and 
functionalities differs markedly in nature and engineering. 
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anisotropy is widespread at differing levels of structural hier-
archy. Taking wood for example, the nanoscale architecture 
of wood cell walls is characterized by cellulous microfibrils 
embedded within a compliant matrix of hemicelluloses and 
lignin.[12,13,16,60–66] At a larger length scale, the wood cells are 
preferentially aligned along the growth direction and com-
bined together through interfaces that are weaker than the cell 
walls.[12,13,16,65] Another case in point is cortical bone where 
unidirectional mineralized collagen fibrils are present in the 
noncollagenous matrix within each lamella of osteons;[14,53,66–70] 
the osteons are further assembled in the bone along its length 
direction.[14,67–69] The structural anisotropy provides a large 
space for the architectural design of materials to obtain desired 
performance. A prime advantage is to strengthen the mechan-
ical properties along required directions considering that the 
applied stress/strain conditions are rarely equiaxed in prac-
tice. This is represented by the vertical alignment of nanoscale 
hydroxyapatite crystals in mammal tooth enamels, which helps 
maximize the stiffness against masticatory loads.[47,71–76] Addi-
tionally, the anisotropic structuring gives opportunities for 
deriving unique functionalities in biological systems, such as 
robust but easily releasable adhesion and spontaneous adapta-
tion to external stimuli.[77–83]

Many engineering materials are also made anisotropic, e.g., 
by the development of rolling textures in metals;[84–86] never-
theless, their architectures are invariably far less designed with 
lower levels of complexity and delicacy as compared to biological 
systems. A deeper understanding about the design principles 
of structural orientation and anisotropy in biological materials 
can certainly promote a better reproduction of them and inspire 
new solutions for engineering problems. However, this issue 
remains largely unexplored and seems have attracted less atten-
tion as compared to other well-known characteristics like struc-
tural hierarchy.[1–9,29–32] For example, it is only until very recently 
that the adaptive structural reorientation of biological materials 
during deformation has been identified as a strategy to achieve 
a simultaneous enhancement of the combinations of mechan-
ical properties,[87] rather than merely a passive response to allow 
for flexibility. Moreover, the artificial implementation of these 
natural principles is even further away in view of the limited 
potency of traditional processing techniques in manipulating 
the micro/nanoscale structural orientations of materials.

2. Mechanical Role of Interfaces in Biological 
Materials

There are abundant interfaces between constituents in bio-
logical materials at each level of hierarchy in their structure. 
These interfaces are one of the basic structural features for 
orientation and anisotropy, particularly in systems where the 
anisotropy is determined by the preferred alignment of con-
stituents within the interfacial matrices. The interfaces gen-
erally demonstrate markedly differing chemical attributes 
and mechanical properties for different species. Neverthe-
less, many of them can be seen as similar among biological 
materials from the perspective of fundamental mechanics as 
they usually exhibit common characteristics, especially when 
compared to the building constituents. The structure and 
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mechanics of interfaces in biological materials, as represented 
by the nanoscale interfibrillar matrices of wood and bone, and 
their roles in optimizing material performance have been elu-
cidated in recent reviews.[1,4,8,31]

Here we emphasize several key properties of interfacial mate-
rials that are widespread among different biological systems: (i) 
interfacial matrices are generally more compliant and prone to 
deform than the constituents; (ii) they usually exhibit outstanding 
shearing ability or extensibility to withstand both viscoelastic 
and plastic deformation; (iii) interfaces are typically weaker and 
less resistant to cracking than constituents; (iv) the majority 
of interfacial materials are more hygroscopic and responsive 
to environmental stimuli, e.g., hydration or dehydration, than 
constituents. These characteristics are the basis for most of the 
anisotropic designs in biological materials in developing their 
functionalities. For example, the easy propagation of cracks 
along interfaces is critical for rendering the toughening effect 
through the complexity of structural orientations.[88–92] Addition-
ally, the good deformability of interfacial matrices plays a key role 
in allowing for the in situ reorientation of constituents during 
deformation,[15,58] thereby offering an effective approach toward 
simultaneous improvement in different mechanical properties.[87]

3. Dependency of Mechanical Properties  
on Structural Orientation

Most of biological materials can be seen as composites com-
prising at least two phases with distinct mechanical properties, 

such as stiffness or ductility. The structural motifs that encom-
pass anisotropy can be described using a 2D elementary com-
posite model,[34,60,87,93–96] as illustrated in Figure 1e, where 
the stiff (or strong) and soft (or weak) phases are alternatively 
organized. The stiff phase represents the substructural con-
stituents of the composite, whereas the soft phase refers to the 
compliant matrix or interfaces between constituents. The two 
phases per se are considered to be isotropic and homogeneous 
and exhibit an ideally tight bonding state for connection, i.e., 
the strain is continuous at their boundaries. In this scenario, 
the anisotropic nature of the composite rests exclusively on the 
alignment of its constituents with respect to the external load. 
The structural orientation can thus be depicted using the off-
axis angle between the loading axis and the stiff direction of 
composite, i.e., the longitudinal axis of constituents.

The current 2D model is consistent with the anisotropic 
structure of most of the biological materials that are principally 
subject to in-plane stress/strain states, especially those having 
relatively thin flat shapes. However, it fails to fully capture the 
3D features of complex architectures where the out-of-plane 
stress/strain also play a role. Nevertheless, it offers appropriate 
description about the anisotropic nature of their basic struc-
tural units, such as one individual lamella in lamellar mate-
rials. The general trends obtained from such a simplified 2D 
model have been proved to be applicable to actual biological 
materials.[34,60,87,93–96] Additionally, the current model is not 
restricted by the detailed classes of constituents or structural 
dimensions, but rather is capable of describing a wide variety 
of biological materials at differing length scales. For example, 
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Figure 1. Typical a–d) anisotropic structures in biological materials and e) the composite model illustrating structural orientations. The fibrous, tubular, 
columnar, and lamellar structures are, respectively, from a) the skin of rabbit,[40] b) the baleen of bowhead whale,[44] c) the prismatic layer of the shell 
of bivalve Pinna nobilis,[48] and d) the pangolin scale.[52] The main constituents of these structures are, corresponding to their specific length scales, 
collagen fibrils of ≈50 nm in diameter, tubules with tens to hundreds of micrometers in diameter consisting of keratinized cells, elongated calcitic 
prisms with an average diameter of roughly 30 µm, and keratin lamellae, ≈3 µm in thickness, respectively. The principal loading directions for rabbit 
skin, whale baleen, and prismatic layer of shell are consistent with the longitudinal axes of their constituents. The loading is generally perpendicular to 
the keratin lamellae in pangolin scale. (a) Reproduced with permission.[40] Copyright 2015, Springer Nature. (b) Reproduced with permission.[44] Copy-
right 2018, Wiley-VCH. (c) Reproduced with permission.[48] Copyright 2016, Wiley-VCH. (d) Reproduced with permission.[52] Copyright 2015, Elsevier.
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the nano to microscale architectures of wood, i.e., the embed-
ment of cellulous microfibrils within the compliant matrix of 
wood cell walls and the preferential alignment of wood cells 
along the growth direction,[12,13,16,60–66] are well consistent with 
the above image. The unidirectional arrangement of mineral-
ized collagen fibrils within each lamella in bone osteons and 
the organization of the osteons in bone are also in line with 
the model.[14,53,66–70] By excluding the effects of structural hier-
archy, the basic design motif of this elementary composite 
model is essentially similar between natural and engineering 
systems despite their distinctly different attributes of con-
stituents and interfaces. As such, the fundamental composite 
mechanics that has been established principally based on man-
made materials can be readily made applicable to biological 
systems.

To further this hypothesis, we present a description of the 
dependences of three basic mechanical properties of mate-
rials—stiffness, strength, and fracture toughness—on struc-
tural orientation, specifically by taking wood and bone as 
examples.

3.1. Stiffness

The resistance of a material to elastic deformation is repre-
sented by its stiffness, which is characterized in terms of the 
elastic moduli, in particular the Young’s modulus. In the case 
of an orthotropic composite material, off-axis loading tends to 
result in shear deformation in addition to axial deformation. 
The relationship between the apparent Young’s modulus and 
structural orientation has been well established by considering 
the coupling of stress and strain between shear and normal 
deformation modes,[97–99] and has been specified for biological 
material systems.[34,93–95,100–104] As shown in Figure 2a, the 
Young’s modulus demonstrates a general decreasing trend with 
the increase of the off-axis angle. This has been experimentally 

corroborated for different natural materials, with typical results 
for wood and bone presented in Figures 3 and 4.[100–121]

At the nano to micro length scales, the specific modulus, 
i.e., Young’s modulus normalized by density, along the axial 
direction of wood cells is negatively related to the microfibril 
angle (MFA), i.e., the inclination angle of cellulose micro-
fibrils in the major part of wood cell wall, specifically the S2 
layer in Figure 3a, relative to the longitudinal axis of wood 
cells, for differing species of wood.[15,104,115,117,118] This is also 
the case for bone strips containing bundles of nanoscale col-
lagen fibrils for both dry and wet conditions (Figure 4b).[111,116] 
Similarly, the stiffness of wood and bone is governed by the 
off-axis angle of wood cells or bone osteons away from the 
loading direction at the mesoscale or tissue level (Figures 3b 
and 4c).[101,103,105–109,114] It is noted that the variation in Young’s 
modulus is not monotonic, but rather shows a slight increase 
toward the orthogonal orientation where the loading is perpen-
dicular to the longitudinal axis of constituents,[87,97] as shown 
in the inset of Figure 2a. This is presumed to result from the 
constrained lateral deformation of the matrix by the stiff rein-
forcement in such a configuration.

3.2. Strength

The strength, indicating the material’s resistance to inelastic 
deformation and damage, can be accessed for any uniaxial 
direction of an orthotropic composite according to the Tsai–Hill 
failure criterion.[97,122–124] This criterion, although developed 
based on the elastic behavior of a unidirectional composite 
layer, is also applicable to unidirectional composites comprising 
a number of layers that are isotropic along the transverse pro-
file and are principally subject to in-plane stress. It cannot cap-
ture the detailed failure modes and mechanisms of materials, 
but can well describe the variation in strength with orienta-
tion regardless of how materials fail. This criterion has been 
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Figure 2. General varying trends in the mechanical properties of a) Young’s modulus, b) strength, and c) fracture toughness with structural orienta-
tion in an orthotropic composite. The inset in (a) is a magnified view of the dashed box. The inset in (c) illustrates the deflection of a crack along the 
interface and its propagation across constituents. The fracture toughness is represented using the reciprocal of the effective stress intensity at the crack 
tip produced by applied load. The solid curve in (c) depicts the extrinsic toughening effect by crack deflection. The dashed curve in (c) indicates the 
fracture toughness generated from crack propagation across constituents in the range of high structural orientation where the applied load is nearly 
perpendicular to the longitudinal axis.
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proved to be applicable to a variety of synthetic and biological 
materials.[122–128] As shown in Figure 2b, the tensile strength 
presents a general decreasing trend as the external load devi-
ates away from the longitudinal axis of constituents. Similar 
orientation dependence exists in the case of compressive 
loading except that the smooth increase of strength becomes 
more evident in the large orientation range. The general varia-
tions are essentially similar to those predicted by other strength 
theories, such as the Hoffman, Drucker–Prager, and ellipse 
failure criteria.[128–132]

Wood is a good example with its anisotropic strength dictated 
by the orientation of its wood cells, as shown by the Tsai–Hill 
criterion (Figure 3c).[101,117,118,133] Similar variations in strength 
have been observed in cortical bone at differing dimensions, 
i.e., with respect to collagen fibril bundles (Figure 4b) or com-
prising bone lamellae and osteons (Figure 4c).[106,107,111,112,114,116]  
Even for trabecular bone that is characterized by a high porosity 
and 3D interconnection of trabeculae with thickness of tens to 
hundreds of micrometers, the strength is usually anisotropic 
and differs with loading direction relative to the principal tra-
becular axis.[134–138] The bone volume fraction, i.e., the volume 
of trabeculae per unit volume of trabecular bone, has been rec-
ognized as a key factor determining the properties of trabec-
ular bone[134,137]; however, it cannot describe the mechanical 
anisotropy caused by the architectures in bone.[135–138] Instead, 
the bone volume fraction of trabecular bone along its principal 
axis projected onto the loading direction, which is negatively 

associated with the off-axis angle, has been shown to have a 
close correlation with the compressive strength,[135] as shown 
in Figure 4d. Additionally, the failure of composites containing 
constituents with high aspect ratios is frequently caused by 
mechanical instability under compression along near longitu-
dinal directions.[97] In this case, the strength may be enhanced 
by increasing the structural orientation, specifically to decrease 
the axial stress in order to inhibit buckling of the constituents.

3.3. Fracture Toughness

The toughness depicts the resistance of materials to fracture, 
specifically by resisting the extension of pre-existing cracks 
based on fracture mechanics. A material may derive its fracture 
resistance from two fundamental strategies termed intrinsic 
toughening and extrinsic toughening.[139,140] Intrinsic tough-
ening represents the suppression of cracking through the 
dissipation of mechanical energy in resisting damage processes, 
e.g., ahead of a crack tip, which is primarily realized via the 
inherent plasticity of materials. In contrast, extrinsic tough-
ening offers an alternative approach by shielding the crack 
tip from applied stress, thereby decreasing the driving force 
for crack extension; such shielding mechanisms operate at, 
or behind, the crack tip. The cracks in orthogonal composites 
are generally localized in the weak matrices or at the interfaces 
between constituents; this is generally the case for biological 
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Figure 3. Effects of structural orientation on the stiffness and strength of wood. a) Dependence of specific modulus, i.e., Young’s modulus normalized 
by tissue density, along the axial direction of wood cells on the microfibril angle (MFA) in wood cell walls for differing specifies.[15,104,115,117,118] Some 
of the data describe the post-yield stiffness of wood beyond their yield points and are denoted as E2/ρ.[15] The hydration state and moisture content 
(by weight) of wood samples are indicated in parenthesis. The inset illustrates the hierarchical structure of wood.[87] Variations in b) Young’s modulus 
and c) strength of different wood tissues containing large bundles of wood cells as a function of the off-axis angle of wood cells with respect to the 
loading axis.[101,103,105,117,118] The inset in (a): Reproduced with permission.[87] Copyright 2019, Elsevier.
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systems.[68,96,140] The role of structural orientation can be to 
deflect the crack away from mode I plane (of maximum ten-
sile stress), which is the most preferred cracking path with the 
maximum stress intensity in monolithic materials.[141,142] The 
toughening efficiency of this extrinsic mechanism can be pro-
gressively enhanced at increasing degrees of crack deflection. 
Given a constant intrinsic damage resistance of the constituent 
phases, the fracture toughness of a composite is determined by 
the driving force for cracking generated by the applied load, a 
higher driving force leading to a lower toughness.

The fracture toughness, represented using the reciprocal of 
the effective stress intensity at the crack tip, demonstrates an 
increasing trend toward higher structural orientation owing to 
enhanced crack deflection,[34,87] as shown in Figure 2c. In addi-
tion, cracks may tend to propagate across the constituents for 
loading directions that are nearly perpendicular to the longitu-
dinal axis. This leads to diminished toughening by crack deflec-
tion, as indicated by the dashed curve, yet may still dissipate 
large amounts of energy during the process, thereby generating 
other toughening mechanisms, such as the pull out of liga-
ment bridges from the matrix. The fracture toughness of cor-
tical bone, for example, is clearly dependent on its structural 
orientation.[14,53,68,143–150] As shown in Figure 5a, more energy is 
required for crack extension as the misalignment between bone 
lamellae and loading axis increases.[143,144] Specifically, the lon-
gitudinal and transverse configurations with cracks parallel or 
perpendicular to the lamellae exhibit distinctly different fracture 
behavior and toughening mechanisms. The 0° (longitudinal) 

orientation is characterized by straight, smooth cracking paths 
caused by the splitting of collagen fibers, lamellae, or interface 
failure along the osteonal boundaries, although bone in this 
orientation is still toughened by means of crack bridging by 
“uncracked ligaments” (Figure 5b). In comparison, the crack is 
significantly deflected and twisted for the 90° (transverse) ori-
entation, which plays a more effective role in the toughening of 
bone (Figure 5c).[145–150]

4. Toughening by Complexity of Structural 
Orientations

The preferred propagation of cracks through a weak matrix or 
along a weak interface makes it possible to impede the evolution 
of damage by complicating the cracking paths via increasing 
the complexity of structural orientations. Such a toughening 
strategy is widely employed in biological materials, especially 
those that have evolved to withstand impact loads.[3,6,25,59] In 
particular, the structural orientations are constantly varied over 
3D space in many cases, leading to distinctly complex paths for 
crack extension as compared to simple in-plane deflection or 
kinking. This is represented by the crossed-lamellar structure, 
which is encompassed in a variety of mollusk shells.[88–90,151–155] 
Such structure generally involves a hierarchical organization 
spanning at least two levels of dimensions. Taking the bivalve 
Strongylocentrotus purpuratus (S. purpuratus) shell for example, 
the lamellae with different alignments of lower-level aragonite 

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2020, 30, 1908121

Figure 4. Dependences of stiffness and strength of bone on structural orientation. a) Schematic illustration of the hierarchical structure of bone. 
b,c) Variations in the Young’s modulus and strength of cortical bone at differing length scales: b) bone strips comprising bundles of mineralized 
collagen fibrils in dry and wet states,[111,116] and c) bone tissues consisting of bone lamellae and osteons.[103,106,107,112,114] d) Dependence of compres-
sive strength on the bone volume fraction of principal axis projected onto the loading direction (BV/TV cos θ H1) in trabecular bone.[134,135] The inset 
in (d) shows the representative 3D structure of trabecular bone from bovine tibia.[134] The dashed line in (d) is a linear fit of data indicating the general 
varying trend. (b) Adapted with permission.[111] Copyright 2008, Wiley-VCH. The inset in (d): Reproduced with permission.[134] Copyright 2001, Annual 
Reviews.
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platelets are alternatively assembled along torturous bounda-
ries; the platelets within each lamella exhibit the same ori-
entations,[151,152] as shown in Figure 6a. These lamellae often 
have irregular geometries and display mutual intersections 
among them. The large density of interfaces and the compe-
tition between various fracture mechanisms, e.g., inter- and 
trans-cracking of constituents at differing length scales, lead 
to considerable spatial tortuosity for crack propagation, and as 
such make the crossed-lamellar structure markedly efficient in 
toughening a material.

The twisted plywood structure, termed the Bouligand struc-
ture, is another excellent prototype of intricate orientations in 
nature.[54,56–58,70,102,110,156–164] It features a helicoidally stacking 
arrangement of unidirectional fiber layers in a periodic fashion 
and is found in a range of biological materials, including the 
exoskeletons of crustaceans and insects,[54,102,159,160,164] fish 
scales,[58,157] bone osteons (Figure 4),[70,110] and the dactyl clubs 
of mantis shrimps (Figure 6b).[56,57,158,161] Such a structure is 
particularly effective in resisting damage or impact along the 
orthogonal direction of layers. In the more brittle Bouligand 
structures, as seen in the exoskeletons of crustaceans, cracks 
are directed to twist continuously along the out-of-plane con-
tours as they grow,[91,92] as shown in Figure 6b. This acts to 
increase the surface area for cracking and promote the nuclea-
tion of multiple microcracks without significant coalescence 
between them. Specifically, crack twisting produces mixed-
mode stress states at the crack front even under initially pure 
mode I loading condition. The effective mode I stress inten-
sity at the crack tip and crack driving force represented by the 
strain energy release rate with crack extension can also be decr
eased,[91,92,162,163] as shown in Figure 6c. Additionally, the Bou-
ligand structure is capable of dissipating mechanical energy 
by filtering the shear stress waves in the case of dynamic 
loading,[161] thereby endowing materials with enhanced impact 
resistance.

5. Robust and Releasable Adhesion by Anisotropic 
Contact

Geckos and many insects like cicadas and ladybirds have 
evolved special adhesive tissues to maneuver on random rough 
surfaces, e.g., vertical walls or ceilings.[78–81,165–170] The adhe-
sion must be robust enough to allow for reliable attachment 
even in the case of unknown surface flaws, and simultaneously 
be easily releasable upon the movement of animals. Taking 
the geckos for example,[78–81] the adhesion force is generated 
from the van der Waals interaction between contact surface 
and hundreds of thousands of keratinous hairs, termed setae, 
on their toes, as shown in Figure 7a. These setae have a length 
of 30–130 µm and are arranged into a series of lamellae. Each 
seta is branched toward its tip in a hierarchical fashion into 
hundreds of fibrils, called spatulas, which have a width of  
100–500 nm and possess pads at their ends. The attachment and 
detachment motions are accomplished, respectively, by rolling 
in (or griping) and rolling out (or peeling) the toes.[80,81,165] The 
hierarchically fibrillar structure of setae has been revealed to 
play a key role in ensuring its macroscopic adhesive robust-
ness as the work of adhesion can be exponentially enhanced by 
increasing hierarchy.[81,165,170] Additionally, the differing charac-
teristic dimensions for each hierarchy down to the nanometer 
level endows the setae with an excellent tolerance to flaws of 
varying length scales that exist at the rough surfaces.

The easy detachment and reversible switching between 
attachment and detachment are principally associated with 
the asymmetrical nature of the setae. The pulling experi-
ment on a single seta from a substratum indicated an obvious 
dependence of detachment force on the pulling direction.[79] 
The strongest adhesion occurs at an inclination angle of 
around 30° with respect to the contacting surface. This is 
corroborated by finite element modeling simulations of the 
contact on a substrate by a single seta or an elastic tape. As 
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Figure 5. Effects of structural orientation on the fracture toughness of cortical bone. a) Variations in the energy required for crack extension as a func-
tion of the principal orientation of mineralized collagen fibrils in cortical bone and typical cracking morphologies for the longitudinal (0°) and trans-
verse (90°) orientations.[143,144] The inset illustrates the configurations of samples for the measurement of fracture toughness. b,c) Scanning electron 
microscopy and 3D synchrotron computed microtomography images showing the toughening mechanisms of cortical bone for cracking along the 
b) longitudinal and c) transverse orientations.[146,148] (a) Adapted with permission.[143] Copyright 2005, Springer Nature. (b) and (c) Reproduced with 
permission.[146] Copyright 2015, Wiley-VCH.
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shown in Figure 7b, the failure of adhesion is dominated by 
the mode of sliding and detachment, respectively, for pulling 
angles smaller and larger than 30°.[81,165] The maximum and 
minimum values of adhesion strength are obtained when 
pulling at 30° and along the perpendicular direction of sur-
face. Similar trend also exists for an anisotropic material in 
contact with a rough surface,[165] as shown in Figure 7c. The 
adhesive energy originates not only from the cohesive force at 
the interface, but also from the elasticity of the contact mate-
rial. By considering the strain energy release rate of a system 
with an interfacial crack representing some random contact 
flaw, the adhesion strength can be seen to vary markedly with 
the pulling direction for a material having significantly higher 
stiffness along its longitudinal axis. This contrasts to the case 
of isotropic material where the adhesion is much less sensi-
tive to pulling angle. The anisotropic nature of adhesion ena-
bles feasible switching between a robust attachment and easy 
detachment by tuning the direction of pulling force, which 
can be readily achieved by exerting different muscles in the 
case of geckos.

6. Programmable Dynamic Response  
by Controlled Expansion

Upon absorbing or desorbing water, biological composites 
with a preferred alignment of constituents tend to swell 
or shrink anisotropically because of the more hygroscopic 

nature of their interfacial matrices than their stiff constitu-
ents.[4,8,77,82] The deformation is most pronounced over the 
orthogonal profile but is limited along the longitudinal orien-
tation where the stiffness exhibits a maximum. This allows 
for the realization of programmable dynamic responses or 
actuations in biological tissues based on the regulation of 
their anisotropic architectures. Such mechanisms are particu-
larly effective in plant systems even when they consist of dead 
cells.[77,82,171–181] For example, the upper region of the scale 
in pinecones comprises highly aligned micro/nanoscale cel-
lulose fibers along the long axis (Figure 8a).[82,83,171] The con-
siderable shrinkage of the lower sclereids region along the 
length direction, combined with a high dimensional stability 
of the upper region, leads to outward bending of scales upon 
dehydration to open the cone and release seeds. Similarly, 
the valves of chiral seedpods also feature a bilayer structure; 
nevertheless, the cellulose fibers are oriented at roughly ±45° 
with respect to the longitudinal axis in their outer and inner 
layers (Figure 8b).[172] The opening of the pod is activated by 
the twisting of valves induced by the asymmetrical shrinkage 
between the two layers. Differing from hydro-driven actua-
tions, seed release can additionally be stimulated by heat, 
e.g., after exposure to fire, for plants in fire-prone ecosystems 
where the anisotropic structures also play a key role. The 
Banksia attenuata is a good example which demonstrates pre-
ferred alignments of cellulose fibrils along the orthogonal and 
length directions of the follicle valves in its meso- and endo-
carp layers (Figure 8c).[176] The longitudinal shrinkage of the 
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Figure 6. Toughening effects in biological materials with crossed-lamellar and Bouligand structures. a) Schematic illustration of the crossed-lamellar 
structure and complexity of cracking paths in bivalve S. purpuratus shell.[151,152] The differing orientations of aragonite platelets in adjacent lamellae 
are indicated by the white arrows. b) The Bouligand structure in the dactyl club of the mantis shrimp and illustrations of the crack twisting through 
the structure.[57,92] The twisted angle Φ is defined as the inclination of twisted straight crack front relative to its initial flat plane. c) Variations in the 
crack driving force in terms of the strain energy release rate with crack extension (solid curve) and the local stress intensities for mode I, II, and III 
stress-states, KI, KII, and KIII (dashed curves), normalized by those for initially pure mode I loading as a function of the twisted angle in the Bouligand 
structure.[92] (a) Adapted with permission.[152] Copyright 2015, Elsevier. (b) Reproduced with permission.[92] Copyright 2017, Elsevier.
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mesocarp is thus restricted by the endocarp during the drying 
process of the follicle, creating considerable residual stresses 
in the valves. The stresses can be released by heating because 
of the decreased stiffness of the endocarp, which triggers the 
opening of the follicle.

The mechanistic fundamentals for such nonmetabolic 
dynamic responses of plant systems can be interpreted by 
approximating a plant cell as a thin-walled hollow cylinder 
comprising a series of concentric layers of constituents.[174,181] 
The stiff cellulose fibrils are embedded at a given MFA in the 
compliant matrix which is assumed to swell or shrink isotropi-
cally with humidity. By excluding the torsional deformation of 
the cylinder, quantitative relationships have been established 
for the axial stress in the cell when its length is kept constant, 
the axial strain in the absence of any constraint, and the effec-
tive Young’s modulus.[174] As shown in Figure 8d, the swelling 
of the matrix produces either tensile or compressive stresses 
in the cell along the longitudinal direction, which is dependent 
on the fibril orientation. Specifically, tensile stresses or axial 
contraction can be generated because of the geometrical con-
straint by the fibrils, but only at MFAs smaller than 45°; the 
cell invariably expands in axial direction with a low stiffness 
for MFAs larger than 45°. This serves as the basis for com-
plex actuations in plants, which are generally realized by 
combining specific regions with different local alignments of  
cellulose fibrils.

7. Enhanced Contact Damage Resistance  
by Varying Orientations

A wide range of biological materials are subject to contact 
loading in applications where the applied force is localized at 
their tips or surfaces. Typical examples of such macrotissues 
include the naturally evolved weapons that are primarily used 
for fighting or feeding, e.g., the tusks of walrus and wild boar, 
the horns of yak and beetle, lobster claw, spider fang, and worm 
jaw (Figure 9a).[33,34,164,182–186] These tissues necessitate an 
effective protection to themselves while maximizing the offence 
and damage exerted to opponents. A common feature is that 
they often exhibit curved shapes with their long axes gradually 
deviated away from external load from tip to base—the load is 
generally along the tangential direction at tip. Similar design 
protocols can also be found in the microstructures of many bio-
logical materials, particularly those serving as protective armors 
like mollusk shells and pangolin scales (Figure 9b).[34,52,187,188] 
The constituents are gradually tilted at an increasing inclina-
tion with respect to external load, e.g., caused by the biting of 
predators, with increasing depth from loading surfaces.

The continuous variation in structural orientations, at both 
macro and micro levels, produces an increase in the off-axis 
angle with the distance from the loading site, thereby offering 
a feasible approach for creating mechanical property gradients 
in materials. Figure 9c shows the variations in local mechanical 
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Figure 7. Orientation-dependent adhesion in gecko’s foot and an anisotropic composite with a surface. a) Hierarchical structure of gecko’s foot and 
its attachment and detachment from a glass ceiling.[81,170] ST, BR, and SP are short for, respectively, seta, branch, and spatula. b) Dependence of the 
pull-off force on the pulling orientation for a single seta of a gecko from a surface obtained by finite element modeling simulations.[81] c) Variations 
in the adhesion strength normalized by its minimum as a function of the pulling angle for an anisotropic composite, as compared to an isotropic 
material, in contact with a rough surface with crack-like flaw.[165] The inset illustrates the configuration for the pulling of an anisotropic composite with 
a contact orientation as 30°. Images of a gecko’s foot and toe in (a): Adapted with permission.[170] Copyright 2008, The Royal Society. Morphologies 
of the microstructure and the attachment and detachment of gecko’s foot from glass ceiling in (a): Reproduced with permission.[81] Copyright 2004, 
Elsevier. (b) and (c) Adapted with permission.[165] Copyright 2006, Elsevier.
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properties for a composite where the constituents are parallel 
and perpendicular, respectively, to external load at the surface 
and in the interior, with a gradual transition in between.[34] 
There is a general trend of increasing stiffness and strength 
toward the surface, which creates an improved resistance to 
contact deformation and damage initiation. Meanwhile, the 
materials become more compliant and display an increasing 
ability for plastic deformation toward the interior, which acts to 
effectively redistribute stress and dissipate mechanical energy. 
Additionally, the crack can be continuously deflected away 
from the mode I plane as it extends inward along the struc-
ture, which plays an increasing role in toughening the material. 
Computational simulations have revealed an enhanced resist-
ance in materials to contact damage from such graded mechan-
ical properties (Figure 9d).[34] The varying orientation functions 
to distribute the stress over a broader region and  alleviate the 
stress concentrations near the surface from indentation loads, 
in a more effective manner than in orthogonal composites 
with either longitudinal or transverse orientations. The graded 
microstructures result in markedly diminished damage rep-
resented by the lowest penetration depth at a minimal cost 

of stiffness; indeed, the indentation stiffness approaches that 
of composite with vertically aligned constituents. The combi-
nation of a hard surface with a tough base is reminiscent of 
many graded designs in engineering, e.g., by surface nitriding 
or milling of metals.[189,190] However, biological systems offer a 
new means based on structural orientations without manipu-
lation of composition, residual stress, or other microstructural 
characteristics like dimensions.

8. Simultaneous Property Optimization  
by Adaptive Reorientation

The easy shear of the interfacial matrix in biological compos-
ites allows for the in situ reorientation of constituents during 
deformation as an adaptation to the external load. Simultaneous 
synchrotron X-ray diffraction experiments have revealed a pro-
gressive decrease in the microfibril angle by more than 10° 
with elongation in a wet foil of Picea abies [L.] Karst. wood,[15] 
as shown in Figure 10a. Analogously, the nanoscale miner-
alized collagen fibrils that are originally oriented at 15°–30° 
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Figure 8. Programmable dynamic responses in plant systems based on structural orientations. a) Closing and opening of a pinecone cut equatorially 
along its longitudinal section in wet and dry states,[82] and illustration about the dominant orientations of cellulose microfibrils in the upper and lower 
regions of pinecone scale.[83,171] b) The opening of the chiral seedpod and the preferred alignments of cellulose microfibrils (indicated by dashed lines) 
in the inner and outer layers of the valve.[172] c) Microcomputed tomography image of the longitudinal section of Banksia attenuata follicle and X-ray 
scattering images of the exocarp (Ex), mesocarp (Me), and endocarp (En) layers in the follicle valve.[176] d) Variations in the axial stress at constant 
length, the axial strain in the absence of constraint, and the effective Young’s modulus generated by swelling as a function of the microfibril angle for a 
plant cell represented using a hollow cylinder without considering the torsional deformation.[174] Morphologies of the closing and opening of a pinecone 
in (a): Reproduced with permission.[82] Copyright 2009, The Royal Society. Illustration about the structural orientation in the pinecone in (a): Adapted 
with permission.[83] Copyright 2013, Springer Nature. (b) Adapted with permission.[172] Copyright 2011, American Association for the Advancement of 
Science. (c) Adapted with permission.[176] Copyright 2017, Wiley-VCH. (d) Adapted with permission.[174] Copyright 2008, The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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with respect to the loading axis reorient toward the tensile 
load by an average of 6°–8° in the scales of Arapaima gigas fish 
(Figure 10b).[58,157] However, the fibrils with original orientations 
of 61°–90°, which are subject to lateral compressive stress, tend 
to rotate away from the tensile load by an average of 6.75°.[58,157] 
Many other biological materials, e.g., the skins, annulus fibrous 
tissues, and bones of human and animals,[40,191–195] also exhibit 
such adaptive structural reorientation in a similar fashion. A 
general trend is that reorientation leads to continuous decrease 
and increase, respectively, in the off-axis angle for loading under 
tensile and compressive stresses. Such a mechanism, com-
bined with the extension of constituents and shearing of the 
matrix,[40,58,157,195] invariably acts as a form of passive response 
in materials to promote flexibility.

Our recent study has revealed an additional role of struc-
tural reorientation in enabling in situ variations of mechan-
ical properties in materials to better adapt to external load.[87] 
By excluding the deformation of constituents, the effects of 
reorientation on instantaneous properties have been estab-
lished for both tensile and compressive conditions. As shown 
in Figure 10c, the tensile stiffness and strength can be syner-
gistically enhanced because of the realignment of constitu-
ents toward the loading axis, endowing a growing resistance 
to more extensive deformation. Simultaneously, an increasing 
efficiency of toughening is generated because of the constant 
crack deflection along with reorientation. In the case of com-
pressive loading, the strength of composites, especially in 
biological systems where the constituents generally have large 

aspect ratios, is often determined by mechanical instability in 
the form of the local buckling of constituents or global buckling 
of the entire structure.[87,97] Any deviation from the loading axis 
acts to lower the axial compressive stress of the constituents 
while at the same time leads to improved lateral constraint. 
This produces a continuous enhancement in resistance to 
local buckling (Figure 10d). The stability against global buck-
ling can also be strengthened by the adaptation of macroscopic 
geometry via reorientation, e.g., the increased diameter and 
decreased height of a hollow cylinder form; this is markedly 
more prominent than the simple Poisson’s effect. Additionally, 
interfacial splitting between constituents becomes increasingly 
difficult owing to the larger inclination from the vertical direc-
tion.[87,196] As a result, in situ structural reorientation presents 
a viable approach for achieving simultaneous optimization of a 
range of mechanical properties under differing loading condi-
tions. In particular, it opens new possibilities for defeating the 
conflicts between many of these properties, which tend to be 
mutually exclusive in engineering materials, such as strength 
versus toughness and rigidity versus flexibility.[139,140]

9. Characterization of Structural Orientation 
and Anisotropy

The majority of characterization methods for man-made sys-
tems are basically applicable for similarly unveiling the designs 
for structural orientation and anisotropy in biological materials. 
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Figure 9. Enhanced contact damage resistance in biological materials generated from varying structural orientations. a) The continuously curving 
shapes of yak horn, wild boar tusk, and lobster claw.[34] b) The varying orientations of keratin lamellae in the pangolin scale.[52] The dashed curve indi-
cates the microstructural orientation of representative lamellae. c) Variations in local stiffness, strength, and fracture toughness as a function of the 
relative position from surface to interior in a composite with gradient structural orientations.[34] The inset illustrates the gradient mechanical properties 
generated from the varying orientations as indicated by the dashed curve. d) Stress distributions in composites with longitudinal, transverse, and gra-
dient structural orientations at indentation load.[34] (a) and (d) Adapted with permission.[34] Copyright 2016, Elsevier. (b) Adapted with permission.[52] 
Copyright 2015, Elsevier.
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Special attention should be paid to the detailed length scales 
of structural characteristics from which the properties of 
materials are derived. For example, the strength of cortical 
bone originates largely from its nanoscale structure; neverthe-
less, the fracture toughness, specifically in terms of extrinsic 
toughening strategies, is developed principally at the micro 
to meso length scales.[18,68,95,146,150] With the decrease in char-
acteristic dimensions, the anisotropic structure of biological 
materials can be explored using optical microscopy, X-ray 
computed microtomography, scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM), and transmission electron microscopy. In particular, 
X-ray computed microtomography demonstrates a good feasi-
bility in biological systems, especially cellular materials such 
as trabecular bone, because X-rays can easily penetrate through 
biological tissues.[134,137,164,182,197,198] Such approach is also viable 
for discerning the interactions between structure and cracks in 
3D space,[46,146,148] thereby illuminating the toughening mecha-
nisms generated from anisotropic designs. Additionally, the 
anisotropy in crystalline orientation in biominerals, e.g., in 
nacre, can be detected using electron backscatter diffraction 
and polarization-dependent imaging contrast mapping tech-
niques.[199–201] The identification of chemically related nano-
structures of biological materials, e.g., tooth enamel, dentin, 
and bone, is further enabled by atom probe tomography.[202,203]

The real-time imaging and quantification of material 
behavior, specifically with respect to structural orientation, are 
of particular significance for understanding the salient design 
principles of architectures in property optimization. In situ 
SEM, especially when performed inside an environmental 
chamber, offers a feasible means for monitoring the crack 
extension during fracture toughness measurements. This has 
been increasingly employed in biological and bioinspired mate-
rials, particularly for accessing their crack-resistance curves 
with crack propagation,[140,197,204–206] as many of them exhibit 
small dimensions that exclude the determination of crack 
length using an extensometer. In situ small/wide-angle X-ray 
scattering (SAXS/WAXS) techniques demonstrate less strict 
constraints than in situ SEM on the sample dimension, hydra-
tion state, loading condition, and electrical conductivity. By 
capturing the information of characteristic structural features, 
these approaches are effective for recognizing the structural 
orientations and their changes in biological materials during 
deformation, and even quantifying the local strains of indi-
vidual constituents.[15,40,58,146,157,176,195] For example, SAXS and 
WAXS can be used to detect, respectively, the staggered spacing 
between collagen molecules (≈67 nm) and the crystalline lat-
tice spacing of minerals in mineralized collagen fibrils, and 
thereby have been widely utilized in probing bones,[146,195] fish 
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Figure 10. Adaptive structural reorientation and spontaneously enhanced mechanical properties in biological materials. a) Changes in the microfibril 
angle during tensile deformation and synchrotron X-ray diffraction images for a wet slice of Picea abies [L.] Karst. wood.[15] b) Rotation of mineralized 
collagen fibrils with differing original orientations as a function of the macroscopic tissue strain during a tensile test on the Arapaima gigas fish scale.[58] 
c) Variations in the Young’s modulus, strength, and fracture toughness of composite with strain caused by structural reorientation during tensile 
deformation.[87] d) Increased resistance to local buckling and to global buckling and improved splitting toughness of composite as a result of structural 
reorientation during compressive deformation.[87] The insets in (c) and (d) illustrate the reorientation of structure and the salient micromechanisms by, 
respectively, rotating toward and deviating away from the loading axis under tension and compression. (a) Adapted with permission.[15] Copyright 2003, 
Springer Nature. (b) Adapted with permission.[58] Copyright 2013, Springer Nature.
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scales,[58,157] and skins.[40] However, the irradiation dose needs 
to be controlled for SAXS/WAXS measurement to minimize 
the damage of structure and properties of biological materials 
induced by X-ray exposure. The critical irradiation dose without 
causing major deterioration of mechanical integrity has been 
determined to be around 35 kGy for human cortical bone.[207,208]

10. Conclusions and Outlook

The anisotropic composite architectures of biological materials 
provide them with a broad space for tailoring structural orien-
tations. This presents the potential of a variety of designs to 
bestow different functionalities. Such designs are remarkably 
viable as they do not require any compositional changes or for-
mation of new phases, and are not restricted to specific struc-
tural dimensions. The interfacial matrix plays a key role in this 
aspect and needs to be finely regulated for bioinspired designs. 
The matrix should be compliant and weak enough to guide the 
propagation of cracks for achieving toughening via complexity 
of cracking paths. Nevertheless, a more responsive matrix is 
required for generating self-shaping or actuation performance. 
The anisotropic nature of constituents offers additional feasi-
bility for such structural designs. This is represented by the 
setae of geckos that develop controlled adhesion based on the 
contact angle of fibrous spatulas in the absence of interfaces.

There are numerous designs in nature that can be identified 
as being devised with structural orientation and anisotropy, with 

even more to be understood from the perspective of mechanics 
and materials science. The exploration of the common prin-
ciples among differing biological systems is a central task as 
many designs are similar, e.g., as in bone and wood. To this 
end, it is critical to capture the key design motifs by excluding 
confusing variables associated with detailed chemical composi-
tions and structural dimensions. A case in point is how a suture 
interface that encompasses constantly varying orientations 
intersects with a crack and whether it plays any role in tough-
ening a material.[32,94,209–211] The specification of fundamental 
mechanics in line with naturally occurring structures could 
hopefully lead to deeper insights into many of these designs. 
The creation of a database about the chemical and structural 
characteristics as well as the mechanical and functional prop-
erties of biological materials should be helpful for extracting 
common design motifs. Multiscale finite element modeling 
simulations could also offer an effective tool for understanding 
the principles.[212–214] A major challenge exists as how the 
effects of structural orientations are combined with those from 
other characteristics, such as gradients and structural hierarchy, 
at multiple length scales. The time scales should also be consid-
ered for dynamic responses and adaptations.

The inspiration from biological systems with respect of struc-
tural orientation and anisotropy may open new avenues toward 
enhanced material performances from diverse aspects. The Bou-
ligand architecture found in crustacean exoskeletons can also act 
effectively to improve the impact resistance of synthetic com-
posites (Figure 11a).[6,25,205,215–218] The inclined micro/nanohairs 
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Figure 11. Bioinspired designs of structural orientation and anisotropy. a) Damage morphologies and computational modeling results showing 
broader damage dissipation in a carbon fiber epoxy composite with a bioinspired Bouligand structure, as compared to a quasi-isotropic control 
material.[215] b) Structure of inclined polymer micro/nano-hairs inspired by a gecko foot and their application for dry adhesives.[220] c) Biomimetic 4D 
printing: preferred alignment of cellulose fibrils within a hydrogel matrix by shearing stress, anisotropic swelling of a printed filament, and the shape 
change into complex architectures during the swelling process.[223] α⊥ and α∥ denote the swelling strains along the transverse and longitudinal direc-
tions of filament, respectively. (a) Adapted with permission.[215] Copyright 2014, Elsevier. (b) Adapted with permission.[220] Copyright 2009, National 
Academy of Sciences of the United States of America. (c) Adapted with permission.[223] Copyright 2016, Springer Nature.
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resembling gecko’s setae endow robust attachment and easy 
detachment of a dry adhesive, which is promising for trans-
port systems (Figure 11b).[78,219–222] The bioinspired 4D printing 
technique, replicating the anisotropic swelling/shrinkage of 
plant systems by aligning cellulose fibrils in a hydrogel matrix, 
demonstrates a particular feasibility in forming programmable 
architectures that are dynamically reconfigurable or self-shape-
able (Figure 11c).[19,223–227] Similar dimensional effects can also 
be utilized to control the geometry of ceramics during the sin-
tering process, thereby allowing for the manufacture of complex-
shaped, high-temperature responsive elements.[228,229]

Successful bioinspiration relies essentially on the implemen-
tation of the central design principles underlying structural ori-
entations. That is why many biomimetic materials do not look 
like their natural prototypes, even from the perspective of their 
microstructures. The development of new processing techniques 
has enabled an increasingly effective manipulation of material 
architectures down to micro/nano length scales. However, it 
still remains a major challenge with regard to how to combine 
such advantages with the efficient mass production for tradi-
tional processing methods. A basic strategy is to perform an ini-
tial “bottom-up” assembly process before subsequent formation. 
However, this is inaccessible to the majority of current structural 
materials, especially metals and alloys, where the structuring and 
fabrication can hardly be separated. Additionally, it is particularly 
appealing if bioinspired structural orientations can be integrated 
with gradients, structural hierarchy, and other designs learned 
from nature. Their synergetic effects may offer a great potential 
toward unprecedented properties in man-made materials.
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